
 

 

INGLIZ TILI 
 

1. Doctors usually have to study  for at 
least   seven years before becoming fully 
____ 
A) tested        B) qualified  
C) examined        D) charged 
  
2. Brian  :  What is your brother doing 
now?                                                                      
Steve  :   He works for the BBC; he does 
research work for the  documentary 
programmes.                                                                        
Brian  :   ____                                                                                                   
Steve  :  Well, yes. Most of it is.                                                                         
A) Interesting. Doesn't he get tired of it?                                                              
B) Lucky him! The work must be 
fascinating!                                                                   
C) What is the salary like?                                                                                        
D) I don't think that sort of work would 
suit me!  

3. Why are you so late? What is your 
excuse?                                                              
The officer wanted to know ____                                                                   
A) why I am so late and what the excuse 
is                                                       
B) why I was so late and what my 
excuse was                                                 
C) if I was so late and had an excuse                                                           
D) that I was so late but had an excuse  
 
4. Jack : Are we on the right road?                                                                                     
Jill     : ____                                                                                             
Jack  : What do you mean? Aren't 
you sure?                                                                    
Jill     : Well.   I've  only been   along 
this road                                                  
once before.                                                                                                          
A) I'm afraid so.                  
B) We certainly are.                                                             
C) I think so.             
D)  Yes. that's right. 
 
5. The ____ wife was wearing a plain 
white dress with a string of pearls that 
cost more than my ____salary.                                        
A) governor's-general/two years'                                                                   
B) governor-general's/two years'                                                                  
C) governor-general/two years                                                                                          
D) governor's-general's/two-year 

6. They covered ____three miles and 
came to a point where they couldn't 
see___ vegetation: ____was covered 
with snow.                                                                                                               
A) other/any/all  
B) another/any/everything 
C) the other/no/each 
D) others/ the/ whole 

7. The almonds, which I bought in 
the shop ____our office, tasted____ I 
threw away ____half of them.                                         
A) nearly/bitterly/almost                                                                                      
B) near/bitter/nearly                                                                                        
C) next to/bitter/near                                                                                      
D) by/bitterly/all but 

8. Look at him! He ____ the same 
clothes for years.                                      
A) wears                           
B) has been wearing                                                                 
C) had worn                  
D) had been wearing 
 
9. ____ differences arise between 
husband and wife, the contest ought 
to be, not who will display the most 
spirit, but who will ____ the first 
advances.                                                         
A) When, do                   
B) Providing, make                                                   
C) Unless, do                   
D) While, make 
 
10. ____ten minutes of thought got me 
no ____ to an answer.                                                                                                                                         
A) Still/ closer 
B) Another/ closer                                  
C) Other/ close                                 
D) The other/close 
 
11. The task of drafting the declaration 
fell to Jefferson, 
who was known for his ____ style.                                                                    
A) powerfully written                    
B) powerful written                                          
C) powerful writing                       
D) powerfully writing 
 
12. The islands were named after British 
explorer and navigator James Cook, 
who ____ sighted them in 1773.                                     
A) firstly    B) first      C) at first      D) at the 
first 



 

 

13. Because they are relatively durable 
and portable, books 
____ preserve and distribute informa-
tion for centuries.                              
A) used to                       
B) are being used to                                                                   
C) are been using to       
D) have been used to 
  
14. I felt sorry for Jane. If anybody ____ 
such a thing to me, I ____hurt.                                                                                                     
A) would say/felt                  
B) said/would feel                                               
C) had said/would feel         
D) will say/will feel 
 
15. And now that I'm ____ ever, you're 
going away!                                          
A) more helpless than                
B) as more helpless as                                               
C) helpless enough                     
D) so helpless  
 
16. Mary shook hands____a tall stout 
man sitting____the  chair____the piano 
and introduced him___me.                                                        
A) with/ on/ beside/ to                 
B) to/ in/ at/ for                                 
C) for/ into/ near/ -                             
D) with/in/ at/ for 
 
17. The island was named by ____ 
Dutch explorer who landed here on 
____ Easter Day in 1722.                                                        
A) the/ -          C) the/the                                                                                      
B) a/ -           D) the/an 
 
18. I ____  on the phone when the 
postman knocked on the door and 
entered the room.                                                                                  
A) speak                                  
C) was speaking                                                            
B) am speaking                      
D) have spoken 
 
19. By the year 2100 most of the Earth's 
natural resources ____ up.                                                                                                                        
A) will use                           
C) will have been used                                                                   
B) will be used                     
D) will be using 
 

20. We moved last week and now we 
have a much ____ flat.                 
A) good                                C) best                                                                          
B) better                              D) the best 
 
21. I think ____ people look after their 
cars better than young people.                                                                                                     
A) elderly                           B) elder                                                                                    
C) older                              D) oldest 
 
22. His ____ decreased because his 
salary was cut  by  7____             
A) earnings/per cent      
B) earnings/per cents                                                 
C) earning/per cents      
D) earning/percentage 
 
23. In the early part of the Modern 
English period the 
vocabulary was enlarged by the 
widespread use of one  part of speech 
for ____ and by increased borrowings 
from ____ languages.                                                                                                     
A) the other/ others                
B) another/ other                                                           
C) other ones/ another           
D) others/ another 

24.  ____most of financial activities are 
crowded along _____ Thread needle 
Street.                                                                                      
A) The/the                     C)-/ -                                                                                   
B) The/-                                 D) -/ the 

25. "I wish I_____ your health and 
vitality. I ____a new life for myself," she 
said with a smile.                                                              
A) had/would make                                                                                         
B) would have/made                                                                                      
C) have/ will have made                                                                                               
D) was having/would have made 
26. The situation is becoming _____. 
The main thing to do now is getting 
_____ as soon as possible.                                                        
A) threatening/ in         
B) threatened/through                                               
C) threatened/out       
D) threatening/ away 

 
27.  I’ll give you a lift to school every day 
on condition that you promise not to 
cause ____ problems at school.                                      
A) no more    B) any longer    



 

 

C) no longer   D) any more 
 
28. This newspaper has a long ____of 
attacking corruption and 
mismanagement.                                                                                                                                                                                                          
A) tradition      B) intention      
C) extradition  D) motion 

29. I was so worried about my garden 
while I was in hospital, but I have very 
good neighbours. When I got home I 
could see that the vegetables ____ 
every day and the grass____ regularly.                                                                                                                
A) were watered/was cut                                                                                      
B) are watered/is cut                                                                                           
C) had been watered/had been cut                                                                                    
D) have been watered/has been cut 

30. At first he enjoyed the job. But 
after____days getting up at six did not 
seem____ good idea.                                                                  
A) several/so                       B) few/very                                                                        
C) a few/such a                D) a little/to 
be a 
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